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About This Game

Origami Flight is a sidescrolling 2D shoot' em up where you control a paper airplane with a simple but challenging mission: to
save the Origami World.

It all starts when a 8-years-old boy decides to take a nap after folding a new paper airplane. As he falls asleep, he enters the
Origami World. As soon as he enters this new world, an evil threat shows up in the shape of a Fox Origami. The Tsuru, the most
traditional origami, are attacked and evil spreads corruption throughout the world. Now addressed as the Hero, he receives from

the Wizard Origami the power to restore the world to its former and peaceful self.

Free the Tsuru, beat the Fox and save the world! Fly, you fool!

Key features:

 Six challenging stages with paper and crayon aesthetics!

 Six different power-ups!

 Beat multiple enemies with a single Mega Shot and get a damage shield!

 Huge variety of enemies!

 Exciting soundtrack!
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 You can also learn how to fold some of origami!
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Heighten your soul and play the original instead. Superlatives is pretty great. Both the story and characters are interesting, and if
superheroes or steampunk is your thing I think you'll enjot it. There is definatly a whole lot of potential here. I'll certainly pick
up the sequel.

One thing I thought was kind of strange was with how early and how they were introduced I thought Hollow was going to be a
more major character, and maybe even a RO.. If only you just left us the ability to host servers ourselves and add mods.. All that
I can say for you doubtlessly is that if you like visual novels, give it a shot. This VN is a decently good one with mellow
atmosphere and even has side stories. You will like it if... you are not prone to fathom into the story. Based on my experience,
the endings of routes of this VN are not decisive, after playing it I was not satisfied. Perhaps it is just me, but I felt that the
routes are somewhat puny on content and they end without a feeling of attainment or something. So yes, if you are seeking some
fun with light and boyant novel with cute grils, check this out. If you tend to relish each minute of the story with the dedication
of imagination, you probably should deviate your gaze away from this game; you will enjoy playing it but by the end your
ambitions will not be gratified and so a feeling of incompleteness will settle a corrosive lock on your bosom~. thumbs up if you
love gaming. Sherlock holmes the sliver earring is just another game for point and click fans if youre not just pick it up if you
want it. This game story is that a few people are murdered and the great Sherlock Holmes must solve the case. Now being a
Sherlock holmes game this does have great script writing which i did enjoy but some game elements did♥♥♥♥♥♥me off.
There are stealh sections which are abysmal and one task for you too make in under time.The game works well all you do is talk
to people and solve puzzles which are smart and really do make you think.This game of course has bad graphics but it doesnt
matter because the inviroments do look impressive. So overall its a game you should pick up only in a sale i give it a 6/10. Worst
game ever...so boring, not fun, not worth spending money on at all!!!. BE SURE TO DRINK YOUR KUMATINE. An
interesting text interactive game.
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Pros:
-Responsive fighting controls that reward timing
-Vast roster with enough differences between each character to keep it interesting
-More combos and strategies than even a seasoned vetarine could memorize
-Rewards all the time. Practically an achievement every time you log in.
-Story mode is pretty engaging if you are aware of DoA's story up to this point, but does not alienate new players.
-DoA's classic breast physics for those looking for ridiculousness

Cons:
-Online play is a little barren.
-Gameplay after story is beat can get repetitive, as there's only Arcade (with 10 difficulties), Versus, and the Endless modes
-DLC is ridiculously overpriced.
-Is not designed for keyboard controls. Requires Controller, which can be difficult to get working at first.
-Grabs and Holds timings can be a bit off compared to other fighting games.. Summary: Loved the aesthetics, music, and
gameplay, puzzles were trivially easy, don't get it if you want any challenge.

This is Talos Principle for kiddos. It uses a similar world system as Talos, where you can explore a beautiful world and 2-3
puzzles are contained within each world. Sometimes the puzzles overlap which is cool. The way the game uses colors is really
fascinating and advanced, so if you're after effects and aesthetics, you'll love the hell out of that aspect of this game. There's
also dynamic weather! This works for the beauty of the game but can make navigating a bit confusing because levels at certain
times of day do not look anything like they do at other times of the day. Loved the color and the natural design, simplistic but
pretty. The soundtrack is amazing as well, it really added to the whole experience and is one of the better ambient game
soundtracks I've heard.

The puzzles in this game just plain suck. Think about the tutorial level in any puzzle game, and imagine if the whole game was
made off that. There's nothing new here that you wouldn't have seen in another game already, and it's almost an insult to your
intelligence at times. I was really waiting for it to get harder but it never did. The "hard" part was finding out what I am
supposed to do and where I'm supposed to go, which is a big no no for puzzle games in my opinion. I beat the game in ~5 hours,
and that's being generous since I went to eat dinner and left it on.

DO NOT GET THIS GAME IF YOU LIKE PUZZLES. THIS IS AN ADVENTURE GAME \/ WALKING SIM WITH
PUZZLE ELEMENTS.

I would only recommend this game to someone if they have literally never played a puzzle game in their life, but even then,
since there is no tutorial or dialog to show the player what to do, I'm not even sure I could say that. For the price point, I can
appreciate it for being a joy to admire, but not as a puzzle game. Also FYI, you don't learn sh!t about the lore of the game,
unless I'm missing a significant amount, don't believe the description.

There is only one puzzle in the game that was impressive, and that impressiveness was ruined by the fact that there was no
leadup or follow up for it, just a puzzle with a cool planet mechanic, that I couldn't even figure out for the longest time because
there was no indication that this was even a puzzle to begin with. If they wanted a wide variety of puzzles and cool puzzles like
this one, great! But they should have thrown more than just one in from left field.

I like this game and think there is a lot of improvement in puzzle design possible, but they need to add more features other than
cubes, pressure plates, and push buttons. I would love this game so much if they had better puzzles because everything else is
perfect!. Preconstructed Decks:
TG Deck:
- 3x Synchro Boost
- 3x TGX1-HL
- 3x TGX300
- 3x Gravity Collapse
- 3x TG-SX1
- 3x TG1-EM1
- 3x TGX3-DX2
- 3x Cockadoodledoo
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- 3x T.G. Catapult Dragon
- 3x T.G. Cyber Magician
- 3x T.G. Jet Falcon
- 3x T.G. Rush Rhino
- 3x T.G. Striker
- 3x T.G. Warwolf
- 3x T.G. Blade Blaster
- 3x T.G. Halberd Cannon
- 3x T.G. Hyper Librarian
- 3x T.G. Power Gladiator
- 3x T.G. Recipro Dragonfly
- 3x T.G. Wonder Magician

Vylon Deck:
- 3x Vylon Component
- 3x Vylon Element
- 3x Vylon Filament
- 3x Vylon Material
- 3x Vylon Matter
- 3x Vylon Polytope
- 3x Vylon Segment
- 3x Metaion, the Timelord
- 3x Sephylon, the Ultimate Timelord
- 3x Vylon Charge
- 3x Vylon Cube
- 3x Vylon Hept
- 3x Vylon Ohm
- 3x Vylon Pentachloro
- 3x Vylon Sphere
- 3x Vylon Tesseract
- 3x Vylon Vanguard
- 3x Vylon Alpha
- 3x Vylon Delta
- 3x Vylon Epsilon
- 3x Vylon Omega
- 3x Vylon Sigma
- 3x Vylon Disigma

Campaign Duels:
- Yusei Fudo vs Antinomy
- Yusei Fudo vs Zone

Duelist Challenges:
- Antinomy
- Zone. It may not be the best example of story-telling you've ever seen, but by jove, the gameplay more than makes up
for it.
If you haven't seen PopCap's 'twist' on the Match-3 genre of casual games, this will come as a total surprise. If you
have, then you may appreciate the further strategic bent this lends to the original design.
Instead of swapping turns with an omniscient and overly-planning AI opponent (Puzzle Quest), the outcome of each
match can be determined almost solely by the player. Moves must be selected carefully to prevent opponent's skill gems
from counting down, while also trying to detonate your own. Features originally introduced as chains and locks make a
comeback, but are used as skill results, not just randomly mixed in.
Overall, don't miss this. It's a fantastic example of how to blend two genres of gameplay into a masterful whole..
Played this as a kid, really only got it for the trip down memory lane but I don't regret it!
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Forgot how insane this game was, literally. Almost had to buy a new mouse after finishing the game.

Cute game with a creepy alien feel to it, feed fish then shoot rabid aliens as they try to eat said fish, fish poop money
and buy more food and guns with the money, Repeat.

Great time killer and comes with a screen saver to watch your own tank of fish.

Would definitely take the trip again.
8\/10. There is good material here for a futur gem, and here some of what i think should be added, or improved.

To add :

-Skill tree, experience gain and level up.
-Events on the map
-More zombie types (maybe zombie dogs and cats too)
-More detail on the map, variety (different sorts of trees, nice grass, lots of new objects, broken cars in the streets, etc
etc etc)
-More weapons, especially snipers (with scope), rocket launcher, flamethrower, grenades.
-More energy for the character by default, to be able to run more.
-Night and day cycle
-Better procedurally generated system (some zones are empty).

If the dev adds already all this, the game will become fantastic.

Oh and for sure, cards and achievements too.

<3 Keep up the good work !!. Why do I need to be online to play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.
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